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Ballantine Books.How to Wow: Proven Strategies for Presenting Your Ideas, Persuading Your Audience, and Perfecting Your ImageBallantine Books, 2008

	“The invaluable advice in How to Wow guarantees your success in any meeting situation, from the boardroom to the breakfast table.”

	–Keith Ferrazzi, author of Never Eat Alone

	

	In today’s fast-paced world, where an elevator ride with your CEO can turn into an impromptu meeting, your lunch...
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Logical Aspects of Computational Linguistics: 6th International Conference, LACL 2011Springer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on
	Logical Aspects of Computational Linguistics 2011 (LACL 2011), held June 29-
	July 1, 2011 in Montpellier, France. The LACL conferences aim at providing a
	forum for the presentation and discussion of current research in all the formal
	and logical aspects of...
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A Prehistory of Polymer Science (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2011

	Polymer science is now an active and thriving community of scientists, engineers and technologists, but there was a time, not so long ago, when there was no such community. The prehistory of polymer science helps to provide key insights into current issues and historical problems. The story will be divided into an ancient period ( from Greek...
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Fundamentals of Robotics: Linking Perception to Action (Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence, 54)World Scientific Publishing, 2003
Tomorrow's robots, which includes the humanoid robot, can perform task like tutoring children, working as tour guides, driving humans to and from work, do the family shopping etc. Tomorrow's robots will enhance lives in ways we never dreamed possible. No time to attend the decisive meeting on Asian strategy? Let your robot go for you and make the...
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The Value Factor: How Global Leaders Use Information for Growth and Competitive AdvantageBloomberg Press, 2004
Capitalizing on the information a company owns about its customers, suppliers and partners is now the value proposition for sustainable long-term growth. Authors Mark Hurd and Lars Nyberg go inside companies to see the value proposition in practice. Combining case studies and analysts’ insights with common sense and surprisingly simple...
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Organ Transplants: Making the Most of Your Gift of Life (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 2000

	
		Over 64,000 people in the US are living in limbo, awaiting an organ transplant.The good news about organ transplants is that they are becoming fairly routine surgical procedures. The even better news is that they do work miracles. People who have been in ill health for years often describe a feeling of being reborn after a...
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Annoying: The Science of What Bugs UsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Two crackerjack science journalists from NPR look at why some things (and some people!) drive us crazy


	It happens everywhere?offices, schools, even your own backyard. Plus, seemingly anything can trigger it?cell phones, sirens, bad music, constant distractions, your boss, or even your spouse. We all know certain things get...
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PC Systems, Installation and Maintenance, Second EditionNewnes, 2004
Written in a straightforward, easy to read style, Rob Beales provides the knowledge and techniques needed to build, troubleshoot, and maintain personal computer systems.

Divided into three parts, Part 1 forms an introduction to digital computers, leading the reader through the various parts of a modern PC system,...
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Professional Live Communications ServerWrox Press, 2006
This is the ultimate guide to Live Communications Server (LCS), the newest core server from Microsoft. You'll begin with an introduction to this technology and the suite of Unified Communications products offered by Microsoft, such as Live Meeting 2005, Communicator 2005, and LCS 2005 SP1. The book continues to cover details of the technical...
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State of the Art for Minimally Invasive Spine SurgerySpringer, 2004

	The second congress of the Paci?c Asian Society of Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery (PASMISS) held in Phuket,Thailand,August 5–6,2002,was highly s- cessful. Dr.Akira Dezawa, the president, had worked hard in organizing the congress,which was well attended.All scienti?c papers presented were of the highest standard and were worthy of...
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Drupal: Creating Blogs, Forums, Portals, And Community WebsitesPackt Publishing, 2006
The Internet is arguably one of the most profound achievements in human history. It has become so pervasive in our lives that we hardly even notice it—except when it happens to be unavailable! It's one of those things that make you sit back and wonder how people got along without it in the old days. Without the ability to surf the Internet to...
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Electrical Installation Work, Fifth EditionNewnes, 2005
Electrical Installation Work covers both theory and practice for the trainee who wants to understand not only how, but why electrical installations are designed, installed and tested in particular ways. Brian Scaddan's approach encourages independent learning with self-assessment questions provided throughout.

In...
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